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Abstract—Online metric learning has been widely exploited for
large-scale data classification due to the low computational cost.
However, amongst online practical scenarios where the features
are evolving (e.g., some features are vanished and some new
features are augmented), most metric learning models cannot
be successfully applied into these scenarios although they can
tackle the evolving instances efficiently. To address the challenge,
we propose a new online Evolving Metric Learning (EML) model
for incremental and decremental features, which can handle the
instance and feature evolutions simultaneously by incorporating
with a smoothed Wasserstein metric distance. Specifically, our
model contains two essential stages: the Transforming stage (T-
stage) and the Inheriting stage (I-stage). For the T-stage, we
propose to extract important information from vanished features
while neglecting non-informative knowledge, and forward it into
survived features by transforming them into a low-rank discrim-
inative metric space. It further explores the intrinsic low-rank
structure of heterogeneous samples to reduce the computation
and memory burden especially for highly-dimensional large-scale
data. For the I-stage, we inherit the metric performance of
survived features from the T-stage and then expand to include
the augmented new features. Moreover, the smoothed Wasserstein
distance is utilized to characterize the similarity relations among
the complex and heterogeneous data, since the evolving features
in the different stages are not strictly aligned. In addition to
tackling the challenges in one-shot case, we also extend our model
into multi-shot scenario. After deriving an efficient optimization
method for both T-stage and I-stage, extensive experiments on
several benchmark datasets verify the superiority of our model.
Index Terms—Online metric learning, instance and feature
evolutions, smoothed Wasserstein distance, low-rank constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
MEtric learning has been successfully extended intomany fields, e.g., face identification [1], object recog-
nition [2] and medical diagnosis [3]. To efficiently solve the
large-scale streaming data problem, learning a discriminative
metric in an online manner (i.e., online metric learning [4],
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Fig. 1. Illustration example of feature evolution on human motion recognition
task, where the blue, red and green colors respectively indicate different
kinds of features collected from depth, RGB and kinect senors with different
lifespans. The features collected from different sensors are incremental in the
T-stage, and decremental in the I-stage.
[5]) attracts lots of appealing attentions. Generally, most
online metric learning models pay attention to the fast metric
updating strategies [6]–[9] or fast similarity searching methods
[5], [8], [10] for large-scale streaming data.
However, these existing online metric learning methods
[11], [12] only focus on instance evolution, and ignore the fea-
ture evolution in many real applications where some features
are vanished and some new features are augmented. Take the
human motion recognition [13] as an example (i.e., Fig. 1), the
emerging of new kinect sensor and the sudden damage of depth
camera will respectively lead to a corresponding increase and
decrease in the feature dimensionality of the input data, which
heavily cripples the performance of the pre-trained model
[13]. Another interesting example is that different kinds of
sensors (e.g., radioisotope, trace metal and biological sensors
[14]) are deployed for the research of dynamic environment
monitoring in full aspects, some sensors (features) expire
whereas some new sensors (features) are deployed when dif-
ferent electrochemical conditions and lifespans occur. A fixed
or static online metric learning model will fail to make full
use of sensors (features) evolved in this way. Therefore, how
to establish a novel metric learning model to simultaneously
handle instance evolution, and incremental and decremental
features amongst these online practical systems is our focus
in this paper.
To address the challenges above, as shown in Fig. 2, we
present a new online Evolving Metric Learning (EML) model
for incremental and decremental features, which can exploit
streaming data with both instance and feature evolutions in
an online manner. To be specific, the proposed EML model
consists of two significant stages, i.e., the Transforming stage
(T-stage) and the Inheriting stage (I-stage). 1) In the T-
stage where features are decremental, we propose to explore
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the important information and data structure from vanished
features, and transform them into a low-rank discriminative
metric space of survived features, which can be used to
assist the learning of following metric tasks. Moreover, it
explores the intrinsic low-rank structure of the streaming
data, which efficiently reduces the computation and memory
costs especially for highly-dimensional large-scale samples.
2) For the I-stage where features are incremental, based on
the learned discriminative metric space in the T-stage, we
inherit the metric performance of survived features from T-
stage and then expand to include new augmented features.
Furthermore, to better explore the similarity relations amongst
the heterogeneous data, a smoothed Wasserstein distance is
applied into both T-stage and I-stage where the evolving
features in different stages are strictly unaligned and hetero-
geneous. For the model optimization, we derive an efficient
optimization method to solve both T-stage and I-stage. Be-
sides, our model can be successfully extended from one-shot
scenario into multi-shot scenario. Comprehensive experimental
results on several benchmark datasets can strongly support the
effectiveness of our proposed EML model.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose an online Evolving Metric Learning (EML)
model for incremental and decremental features to tackle
both instance and feature evolutions simultaneously. To
our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to tackle
this crucial, but rarely-researched challenge in the metric
learning field.
• We present two stages for both feature and instance
evolutions, i.e., the Transforming stage (T-stage) and the
Inheriting stage (I-stage), which can not only make full
use of the vanished features in the T-stage, but also take
advantage of streaming data with new augmented features
in the I-stage.
• A smoothed Wasserstein distance is incorporated into
metric learning to characterize the similarity relations for
heterogeneous evolving features in different stages. After
deriving an alternating direction optimization algorithm
to optimize our EML model, extensive experiments on
benchmark datasets validate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed model.
II. RELATED WORK
This section first provides a brief overview about online
metric learning for instance evolution. Then some representa-
tive works about feature evolution are introduced.
A. Online Metric Learning
Online metric learning has been widely explored for in-
stance evolution to learn large-scale streaming data, which
can mainly be divided into two categories: Mahalanobis
distance-based and bilinear similarity-based methods. For the
Mahalanobis distance-based methods, POLA [15] is the first
attempt to learn the optimal metric in an online way. Then
several variants [5], [10], [16] extend this idea by the fast
similarity searching strategies, e.g., [8] propose a regularized
online metric learning model with the provable regret bound.
Besides, pairwise constraint [8] and triplet constraint [9] are
adopted to learn a discriminative metric function. Generally,
triplet constraints are more effective than pairwise constraints
to learn a discriminative metric function [9], [17]. For the
bilinear similarity-based models, OASIS [4] is proposed to
learn a similarity metric for image similarity, and SOML [18]
aims to learn a diagonal matrix for high dimensional cases
with the similar setting as OASIS. Besides, [19] presents an
Online Multiple Kernel Similarity to tackle multi-modal tasks.
However, these recently-proposed Mahalanobis distance-based
and bilinear similarity-based methods cannot exploit the dis-
criminative similarity relations for the strictly unaligned het-
erogeneous data in different evolution stages.
B. Feature Evolution
For the feature evolution, with the assumption that there ex-
ists samples from both vanished feature space and augmented
feature space in an overlapping period, [20] develops a evolv-
able feature streaming learning model by reconstructing the
vanished features and exploiting it along with new emerging
features for large-scale streaming data. [21] proposes an one-
pass incremental and decremental learning model for stream-
ing data, which consists of compressing stage and expanding
stage. Different from [20], [21] assumes that there are over-
lapping features instead of overlapping period. Similarly with
[21], [22] focuses on learning the mapping function from two
different feature spaces by using optimal transport technique.
[23], [24] intend to deal with trapezoidal data stream where
both instance and feature can doubly increase. However, the
new emerging data always have overlapping features with the
previously existing data. [25] develops a feature incremental
random forest model to improve performance for a small
amount of data with newly incremental features, which enables
the model generalize well to the emergence of incremental
features.
Amongst the discussion above, there are no any feature
evolution models highly related to our work except for OPID
(OPIDe) [21]. However, there are several key differences
between [21] and our EML model: 1) Our work is the
first attempt to explore both instance and feature evolutions
simultaneously via T-stage and I-stage in the metric learning
field, when compared with [21]. 2) Due to the strictly un-
aligned evolving features in the different stages, we utilize the
smoothed Wasserstein distance to characterize the similarity
relations among the complex and heterogeneous data, rather
than the Euclidean distance in [21]. 3) Compared with [21],
the low-rank regularizer for distance matrix could efficiently
learn a discriminative low-rank metric space, while neglecting
non-informative knowledge for heterogeneous data in different
feature evolution stages.
III. EVOLVING METRIC LEARNING (EML)
In this section, we first review online metric learning, and
then detailedly introduce how to tackle both instance and
feature evolutions via our proposed EML model.
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A. Revisit Online Metric Learning
Metric learning aims to learn an optimal distance mea-
sure matrix according to the different measure func-
tions, e.g., Mahalanobis distance function: dM (xp, xq) =√
(xp − xq)>M(xp − xq), where xp ∈ Rd and xq ∈ Rd
are the p-th and q-th samples, respectively. M ∈ Rd×d is
the symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, which can be
decomposed as L>L [5], where L ∈ Rr×d (r is the rank
of M ) is the transformation matrix. Then the Mahalanobis
distance function between xp and xq can be rewritten as
dL(xp, xq) = ‖L(xp − xq)‖22. Given an online constructed
triplet (xp, xq, xk), L could be updated in an online manner
via the Passive-Aggressive algorithm [26], i.e.,
Lt = argmin
L
1
2
‖L− Lt−1‖2F +
γ
2
`L(xp, xq, xk), (1)
where `L(xp, xq, xk) =
[
1 + dL(xp, xq) − dL(xp, xk)
]
+
is
a hinge loss function. [z]+ represents max(0, z), xp and xq
belong to the same class, and xp and xk belong to the different
classes. γ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter.
However, most existing online metric learning models (e.g.,
Eq. (1)) only focus on instance evolution with a fixed feature
dimensionality, which is unable to be used in the feature
evolution scenario, i.e., streaming data with incremental and
decremental features. Furthermore, the learned distance matrix
L of Eq. (1) is not discriminative enough to explore similarity
relations of the complex and heterogeneous samples, whose
evolving features in different evolution stages are not strictly
aligned [27].
B. The Proposed EML Model
In this subsection, we first present the introductions of
integrating a smoothed Wasserstein distance into online metric
formulation (i.e., Eq. (1)) to characterize the similarity re-
lations of heterogeneous data with feature evolution in the
different stages. Then the details about how to tackle feature
evolution via T-stage and I-stage in one-shot scenario are
elaborated, followed by the extension of multi-shot case.
1) Online Wasserstein Metric Learning: Wasserstein dis-
tance [28] is an optimal transportation to move all the
earth from the source to the destination, which requires the
minimum amount of efforts. Formally, given two signatures
P = {(xpi, µpi)}mi=1 and Q = {(xqj , µqj)}nj=1, the smoothed
Wasserstein distance [29] between P and Q is:
Wσ(P,Q) = min
F∈F(P,Q)
〈D(P,Q), F 〉 − σh(F ),
s.t. F(P,Q) = {F |F1n = µp, F>1m = µq, F ≥ 0},
(2)
where D(P,Q) = {dL(i, j)}m,ni,j=1 ∈ Rm×n is a distance
matrix, and each dL(i, j) denotes the cost of moving one
unit of earth from the source sample xpi to the target sample
xqj . F = {f(i, j)}m,ni,j=1 is the flow network matrix, and each
f(i, j) represents the amount of earth moved from xpi to
xqj . µp = {µpi}mi=1 ∈ Rm and µk = {µqj}nj=1 ∈ Rn are
normalized marginal probability mass vectors. σ ≥ 0 is a
balance parameter, and h(F ) = −〈F, log(F )〉 is the strictly
concave entropic function.
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Fig. 2. The illustration of our EML model in one-shot scenario, which evolves
features and instances simultaneously via T-stage and I-stage. Different colors
denote different kinds of features, e.g., blue, red and green colors denote the
vanished, survived and augmented features, respectively. The purple color
indicates labels and the number of corresponding samples.
In the Eq. (2), the Mahalanobis distance is employed as
ground distance to construct smoothed Wasserstein distance.
Thus, each element dL(i, j) of D(P,Q) in Eq. (2) repre-
sents the squared Mahalanobis distance between the source
sample xpi of P and the target sample xqj of Q, i.e.,
dL(i, j) = ‖L(xpi − xqj)‖22. Given the online constructed
triplet (P,Q,K) via [30], where the samples of P and Q
belong to the same class, and the samples of P and K belong
to different classes. After substituting Mahalanobis distance
in Eq. (1) with the smooth Wasserstein distance defined in
Eq. (2), online Wasserstein metric learning can be:
min
L,F
LL(P,Q,K)= 1
2
‖L−Lt−1‖2F +
γ
2
`L(P,Q,K), (3)
where `L(P,Q,K) = [1 +Wσ(P,Q) −Wσ(P,K)]+. When
compared with the triplet (xp, xq, xk), each signature in
(P,Q,K) consists of several samples belonging to the same
class rather than only one sample.
2) Transforming Stage & Inheriting Stage: Two essential
stages (i.e., T-stage and I-stage) of our proposed EML model
for steaming data with feature evolution are elaborated below.
I. Transforming Stage (T-stage): As shown in Fig. 2,
suppose that {Xi, Yi}ri=1 denotes the data stream in the T-
stage, where Xi = [Xvi , X
s
i ] ∈ Rni×(dv+ds) and Yi ∈ Rni
denote the samples and labels in the i-th batch, respectively. r
is the total batches in T-stage and ni is the number of samples
in the i-th batch. Obviously, each instance of Xi contains
two kinds of features, i.e., vanished and survived features, and
dv and ds indicate the corresponding dimensions of vanished
features Xvi ∈ Rni×dv and survived features Xsi ∈ Rni×ds .
If we directly combine both vanished and survived features
to learn a unified metric function, it cannot be used in I-stage
where some features are vanished and some other features are
augmented. We thus propose to extract important information
from vanished features and forward it into survived features
by transforming them into a common discriminative metric
space. In other words, we want to train a model using only
survived features to represent the important information of
both vanished and survived features.
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In the i-th batch of T-stage, inspired by [30], the triplet
(P si , Q
s
i ,K
s
i ) for survived features is constructed in an online
manner, where the samples of P si ∈ Rnp×ds and Qsi ∈ Rnq×ds
belong to the same class while the samples of P si and
Ksi ∈ Rnk×ds belong to different classes. np, nq and nk are
the numbers of samples in each signature. Similarly, we can
construct the triplet (P ai , Q
a
i ,K
a
i ) for all features (including
both vanished and survived features), where the samples of
P ai ∈ Rnp×(dv+ds) and Qai ∈ Rnq×(dv+ds) belong to same
class while the samples of P ai and K
a
i ∈ Rnk×(dv+ds) belong
to different classes.
Let Ls ∈ Rk×ds and La ∈ Rk×(dv+ds) denote the distance
matrices trained on survived features and all features in T-
stage. Since the dimensions of Ls and La are different, it is
reasonable to add some essential consistency constraints on
the optimal distance matrices Ls and La to extract important
information from vanished features, and forward it into sur-
vived features. Generally, based on the smoothed Wasserstein
metric learning in Eq. (3), the formulation of the i-th batch
for the T-stage can be expressed as follows:
min
Ls,La,F
LLs(P si , Qsi ,Ksi ) + LLa(P ai , Qai ,Kai )+
ρCLs,La(P si , Qsi ,Ksi ;P ai , Qai ,Kai ) + λrank(Ls, La),
(4)
where LLs(P si , Qsi ,Ksi ) and LLa(P ai , Qai ,Kai ) denote the
triplet losses of smoothed Wasserstein metric learning on
survived features and all features, respectively. rank(·) =
rank(Ls) + rank(La) denotes the regularization term, which
explores the intrinsic low-rank structure of heterogeneous
samples. ρ ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0 are balance parameters. CLs,La(·; ·)
in Eq. (4) is designed to enable the consistence constraint
for Ls and La, which aims to use only survived features
to represent the important information of both vanished and
survived features.
Specifically, CLs,La(·; ·) constructs an essential triplet loss
of smoothed Wasserstein metric learning on different feature
spaces, i.e., all features and survived features. We attempt to
compute the smoothed Wasserstein distance between different
heterogeneous distributions from vanished features and all
features. For example, Wσ(P ai , Q
s
i ) = {dL(u, v)}np,nqu,v=1 ∈
Rnp×nq denotes the smoothed Wasserstein distance between
P ai from all features and Q
s
i from survived features, where
dL(u, v) =
∥∥Laxapu − Lsxsqv∥∥22 indicates the Mahalanobis dis-
tance between the u-th source sample xapu of P
a
i and the v-th
target sample xsqv of Q
s
i . Likewise, Wσ(P
a
i ,K
s
i ),Wσ(P
s
i , Q
a
i )
and Wσ(P si ,K
a
i ) have similar definitions with Wσ(P
a
i , Q
s
i ).
Formally, the consistence constraint CLs,La(·; ·) is expressed
as:
CLs,La(·; ·) =
[
Wσ(P
a
i , Q
s
i )−Wσ(P ai ,Ksi ) + 1
]
+
+
[
Wσ(P
s
i , Q
a
i )−Wσ(P si ,Kai ) + 1
]
+
.
(5)
II. Inheriting Stage (I-stage): Suppose {Xr+1, Yr+1} are
the data in the r + 1-th batch of I-stage, where Xr+1 =
[Xsr+1, X
n
r+1] ∈ Rnr+1×(ds+dn) indicates the samples and
Yr+1 ∈ Rnr+1 is the corresponding labels, as shown in Fig. 2.
Xsr+1 and X
n
r+1 represent the survived features and new
augmented features in the r + 1-th batch. dn and nr+1 are
the dimension of the new augmented features and the number
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Fig. 3. The illustration of our EML model in multi-shot scenario. When
M = 2, Stage 1 and Stage 2 share survived features with red color, and
Stage 2 and Stage 3 share augmented features with green colors.
of samples. Thus, the goal of this stage is to use {Xr+1, Yr+1}
for training and make the prediction for the r+2-th batch data
Xr+2 ∈ Rnr+1×(ds+dn) whose number of samples is same as
that of Xr+1 ∈ Rnr+1×(ds+dn).
To predict the label of the r+2-th batch data, we propose to
inherit the metric performance of optimal distance matrix Ls
learned on survived features in T-stage, since a set of common
survived features exist in both T-stage and I-stage. Although
we can construct the triplets directly from the r + 1-th batch
for training, this simple strategy has two shortcomings: 1) the
trained metric model is difficult to be extended into multi-shot
scenario; 2) the metric model learned only with the r + 1-th
batch data will have the worse performance due to the lack of
full usage of data in T-stage.
The stack strategy [31], [32] is employed to better in-
herit the metric performance learned in T-stage. Concretely,
let Zsr+1 = X
s
r+1(L
s)> ∈ Rnr+1×k as the transformed
discriminative metric space, which can be regarded as a
new representation of Xsr+1 for stacking. Xr+1 can then
be represented as Zr+1 = [Zsr+1, X
n
r+1] ∈ Rnr+1×(k+dn).
Likewise, Xr+2 is characterized as Zr+2. We can learn an
optimal distance matrix Lz ∈ Rk×(k+dn) on Zr+1 with
online constructed triplet (P zr+1, Q
z
r+1,K
z
r+1), and test the
performance on Zr+2, where the samples of P zr+1 and Q
z
r+1
belong to same class while the samples of P zr+1 and K
z
r+1
belong to different classes. Formally, at the t-th iterative step,
the objective function of learning Lz ∈ Rk×(k+dn) in I-stage
can be formulated as:
min
Lz,F
1
2
∥∥Lz − Lzt−1∥∥2F + λrank(Lz)
+
γ
2
[
Wσ(P
z
r+1, Q
z
r+1)−Wσ(P zr+1,Kzr+1) + 1
]
+
,
(6)
where γ ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0 are the balance parameters. In
our experiments, λ and γ are set as the same value in both
Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) for simplification. rank(Lz) denotes the
regularization term, which aims to explore the intrinsic low-
rank structure of heterogeneous samples in I-stage.
3) Multi-shot Scenario: This subsection extends our model
into multi-shot scenario. Suppose that there are M stages for
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training, i.e., multiple alternating T-stages and I-stages. The m-
th stage contains rm batches, where the features also contain
two parts, i.e., survived features and augmented features.
Notice that the augmented feature in m-th stage is the survived
features in m + 1-th stage. R =
∑M
m=1 rm is denoted as
the total number of training batches. The illustration example
of multi-shot scenario when M = 2 is depicted in Fig. 3.
Generally, we have two tasks in the multi-shot scenario, i.e.,
1) Task I: Similarly to the task in one-shot case, we aim to
classify testing data XR+2 in M + 1-th stage with training
data {XR+1, YR+1} and other R batches data of M stages; 2)
Task II: Different from the one-shot scenario, we attempt to
make predictions in any batch of any training stage.
IV. MODEL OPTIMIZATION
This section presents an alternating optimization strategy to
update our EML model amongst two stages, i.e., T-stage and
I-stage, followed by the computational complexity analysis of
our model. The whole optimization procedure of our proposed
EML model is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Note that the low-rank minimization in Eq. (4) and Eq. (6)
is a well-known NP hard problem. Take Lz as an example,
rank(Lz) in Eq. (6) can be efficiently surrogated by trace norm
‖Lz‖∗. Different from traditional Singular Value Thresholding
(SVT) [33], we develop a regularization term to guarantee
the low-rank property, i.e., ‖Lz‖∗ = tr
(
(Lz>Lz)1/2
)
=
tr
(
Lz>(LzLz>)−1/2Lz
)
. As a result, rank(Lz) in Eq. (6) can
be formulated as tr(Lz>HzLz), where Hz = (LzLz>)−1/2.
Similarly, low rank optimization of La and Ls shares same
strategy with Lz . rank(La) and rank(Ls) can be respectively
surrogated by tr(LaHaLa>) and tr(LsHsLs>), where Ha =
(LaLa>)−1/2 and Hs = (LsLs>)−1/2.
A. Optimizing T-stage via an Alternating Strategy
1) Updating La by fixing {Ls, Ha, F}: With the fixed
Ls, Ha and F , the optimization problem in Eq. (4) for solving
variable La can be concretely expressed as:
Lat = argmin
La
1
2
∥∥La − Lat−1∥∥2F + λtr(LaHaLa>)
+
γ
2
[
tr
(
D(P ai , Q
a
i )F
)− tr(D(P ai ,Kai )F )+ 1]+
+
ρ
2
[
tr
(
D(P ai , Q
s
i )F
)− tr(D(P ai ,Ksi )F )+ 1]+
+
ρ
2
[
tr
(
D(P si , Q
a
i )F
)− tr(D(P si ,Kai )F )+ 1]+.
(7)
The optimal solution of Lat can be relaxedly achieved by
nulling the gradient of Eq. (7):
Lat =
(
Lat−1−ρLst (G3 +G4)
)(
I + λHa + γG1 + ρG2
)−1
,
(8)
where G1 = Qai
>diag(1>F )Qai − Kai >diag(1>F )Kai −
P ai
>FQai − Qai >F>P ai + P ai >FKai + Kai >F>P ai , G2 =
P ai
>diag(F1)P ai − Kai >diag(1>F )Kai , G3 = Ksi >FP ai −
Qsi
>F>P ai , G4 = P
s
i
>FKai −Ksi >F>P ai .
Algorithm 1 The Optimization of Our Proposed EML Model
Input: The data {Xi, Yi}r+1i=1 , the parameters γ, λ, ρ;
Output: Ls and Lz;
1: Initialize: Ls, La, Lz, F ;
2:
Transforming Stage (T-stage):
3: for i = 1, . . . , r do
4: For data Xi, calculate the smoothed Wasserstein dis-
tance, and construct the triplets for training;
5: repeat
6: Fix La and Ls, solve for distance flow-network F ;
7: Update La via Eq. (8);
8: Update Ls via Eq. (10);
9: Update Ha and Hs via Ha = (LaLa>)−1/2 and
Hs = (LsLs>)−1/2;
10: until Converge
11: end for
12:
Inheriting Stage (I-stage):
13: Represent Xr+1 as Zr+1 to calculate smoothed Wasser-
stein distance, and construct the training triplets;
14: repeat
15: Fix Lz , solve for the distance flow-network F ;
16: Update Lz via Eq. (12);
17: Update Hz via Hz = (LzLz>)−1/2;
18: until Converge
2) Updating Ls by fixing {La, Hs, F}: With the obtained
distance matrix La and flow matrix F , the optimization
problem for variable Ls in Eq. (4) can be denoted as:
Lst = argmin
Ls
1
2
∥∥Ls − Lst−1∥∥2F + λtr(LsHsLs>)
+
γ
2
[
tr
(
D(P si , Q
s
i )F
)− tr(D(P si ,Ksi )F )+ 1]+
+
ρ
2
[
tr
(
D(P ai , Q
s
i )F
)− tr(D(P ai ,Ksi )F )+ 1]+
+
ρ
2
[
tr
(
D(P si , Q
a
i )F
)− tr(D(P si ,Kai )F )+ 1]+.
(9)
Similarly, the updating operator for Lst can be given as:
Lst =
(
Lst−1 − ρLat (G6 +G8)
)(
I + λHs + γG5 + ρG7
)−1
,
(10)
where G5 = Qsi
>diag(1>F )Qsi − Ksi >diag(1>F )Ksi +
P si
>FKsi + K
s
i
>F>P si − P si >FQsi − Qsi>F>P si , G6 =
P ai
>FKsi − P ai >FQsi , G7 = Qsi>diag(F1)Qsi −
Ksi
>diag(1>F )Ksi , G8 = Kai
>F>P si −Qai >F>P si .
3) Updating F by fixing {La, Ls}: When the distance
matrices La and Ls are fixed, Eq. (4) can be split into
some independent traditional smoothed Wasserstein distance
subproblems, which can be solved by the method [30]. We
omit the detailed process of solving smoothed Wasserstein
distance subproblems for simplicity.
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B. Optimizing I-stage via an Alternating Strategy
1) Updating Lz by fixing {Hz, F}: Given the fixed Hz
and F , the formulation for Lz in Eq. (6) can be rewritten as:
Lzt = argmin
Lz
1
2
∥∥Lz − Lzt−1∥∥2F + λtr(LzHzLz>)+
γ
2
[
tr
(
D(P zr+1, Q
z
r+1)F
)− tr(D(P zr+1,Kzr+1)F )+ 1]+.
(11)
By nulling the gradient of Eq. (11), the optimal solution of
Eq. (11) for Lz can be given as:
Lzt = L
z
t−1(I + λH
z + γG9)
−1, (12)
where G9 = Qz
>
r+1diag(1
>F )Qzr+1 + P
z>
r+1FK
z
r+1 −
Kz
>
r+1diag(1
>F )Kzr+1 + K
z>
r+1F
>P zr+1 − P z
>
r+1FQ
z
r+1 −
Qz
>
r+1F
>P zr+1.
2) Updating F by fixing Lz: The optimization procedure of
variable F in I-stage is same as that in T-stage: with the fixed
Lz , we split the formulation Eq. (6) into some independent
traditional smoothed Wasserstein distance subproblem, and
solve the variable F via [30].
C. Computational Complexity Analysis
The main computational cost in our EML model involves
the updating operations in both T-stage and I-stage. Specifi-
cally, in the T-stage, the computational costs of updating Ls
and La are O
(
kds+k(dv+ds)
2ds+d
3
s
)
and O
(
k(ds+dv)+
kd2s(dv+ds)+(dv+ds)
3
)
, respectively. For the I-stage, solving
the variable Lz in Eq. (6) takes O
(
(k + da)
3
)
. Besides, the
computational cost of solving F in both T-stage and I-stage is
O(n2pn
2
q + n
2
pn
2
k + n
2
qn
2
k), where np, nq, nk  ni. Since k is
usually small when comparing with the number of features and
samples, our proposed model is thus computationally efficient
in an online manner.
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section first introduces detailed experimental configu-
rations and competing methods. Then the experimental results
along with some analyses about our EML model in both one-
shot and multi-shot scenarios are provided.
A. Configurations and Competing Methods
The experimental configurations of our EML model in one-
shot scenario and some competing methods are detailedly
introduced in this subsection.
1) Experimental Configurations: As shown in Table I, we
conduct extensive comparisons on one real world human
motion recognition dataset [13] (i.e., EV-Action) and five
synthetic benchmark datasets1 containing: three digit datasets
(i.e., Mnist, Gisette and USPS), one DNA dataset (i.e., Splice)
and one image dataset (i.e., Satimage). Specifically, EV-Action
dataset [13] is a large-scale human action dataset with 5300
samples, which are collected from three sensors, i.e., depth
camera, RGB camera, and skeleton senors. EV-Action consists
of 20 common action classes, where 10 actions are finished
1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
Fig. 4. The examples of human motions in EV-Action dataset, where the
first, second and third rows denote the samples collected from depth camera,
RGB camera and kinect sensor, respectively.
TABLE I
THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS IN ONE-SHOT SCENARIO.
Datasets c
∑r
i=1 ni ni dv ds dn
EV-Action 20 4200 500, 600, 700 1024 1024 75
Mnist0vs5 2 3200 80, 160, 320 114 228 113
Mnist0vs3vs5 3 4800 120, 240, 480 123 245 121
Splice 2 2240 80, 160, 320 10 40 10
Gisette 2 6000 100, 200, 300 1239 2478 1238
USPS0vs5 2 960 120, 160, 240 64 128 64
USPS0vs3vs5 3 1440 180, 240, 300 64 128 64
Satimage 3 1080 60, 90, 120 10 18 8
by single subject and the others are accomplished by the same
subjects interacting with other objects. This dataset is a typical
application for features evolution in the real world, where
the features collected from depth camera, RGB camera, and
skeleton senors are respectively regarded as vanished, survived
and augmented features. Some samples about human actions
are visualized as Fig. 4.
For a fair comparison with [21], we adopt the same ex-
perimental settings with [21] in both one-shot and multi-shot
scenarios, which are elaborated as follows: 1) The number of
samples in each batch is same, i.e., ni = nr+1 = nr+2(i =
[1, 2, ..., r]), and the number of samples in each class is equal
for all training and test batches; 2) In T-stage, the total number
of training samples is fixed and the number of samples in
each batch is varied. Companied with this, the number of
training and test samples also changes in the last testing phase;
3) We assign the first dv features as vanished features, the
next ds features as survived features and the rest as new
augmented features. The first quarter and the last quarter
are corresponding vanished and augmented features in our
experiments. 4) All the experimental results are averaged over
fifty random repetitions.
2) Competing Methods: We validate the superiority of
our model by comparing it with: One-pass Pegasos [34]
assumes that all vanished features are known in I-stage and
all augmented features are known in T-stage; OPMV [35]
regards the vanished and survived features as the first view,
the survived and augmented features as the second view; TCA
[36] assumes the data samples in the T-stage and I-stage come
from the source and target domain; BDML [2] and OPML
[7] are the metric learning methods, which only utilize the
samples with the augmented features, and ignore the previous
vanished features; OPID and OPIDe [21] propose an one-pass
incremental and decremental model for feature evolution.
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TABLE II
COMPARISONS BETWEEN OUR MODEL AND STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS IN TERMS OF ACCURACY (%) ON SEVEN DATASETS: MEAN AND STANDARD
ERRORS AVERAGED OVER FIFTY RANDOM RUNS IN ONE-SHOT SCENARIO. MODELS WITH THE BEST PERFORMANCE ARE BOLDED.
Dataset ni Pegasos [34] OPMV [35] TCA [36] BDML [2] OPML [7] OPIDe [21] OPID [21] Ours
500 57.38±1.51 56.37±1.91 53.88±2.04 56.42±0.71 54.10±1.71 57.84±1.06 57.57±1.08 58.87±0.68
EV-Action 600 57.46±1.60 56.94±1.82 54.61±1.73 56.81±0.65 55.37±1.64 57.22±0.95 56.71±1.40 58.65±0.84
700 57.22±1.34 56.68±1.87 54.37±1.69 56.63±0.77 55.82±1.62 57.09±1.13 56.85±1.27 58.32±0.82
Mnist 80 97.74±0.73 97.39±0.92 96.53±1.75 97.00±1.66 96.45±1.72 98.68±0.88 98.88±0.99 99.85±0.91
0vs5 160 98.11±1.03 95.82±1.84 93.08±2.94 98.25±0.80 96.83±1.38 97.94±0.97 98.75±0.90 99.78±0.57
320 97.68±0.79 96.47±1.79 92.43±3.82 98.24±0.75 96.98±1.03 97.38±0.58 97.21±0.66 99.27±0.37
Mnist 120 91.47±3.92 95.87±1.82 91.26±3.87 92.23±2.86 92.42±2.22 94.58±1.78 94.97±1.30 96.91±1.38
0vs3vs5 240 89.95±3.08 93.96±1.18 90.85±1.74 92.87±1.40 91.99±1.64 93.45±1.41 93.48±1.35 95.37±0.92
480 90.12±1.93 93.28±1.69 91.14±3.95 93.21±1.06 92.74±1.17 93.30±0.86 93.37±0.79 95.54±0.87
80 79.65±4.13 80.13±3.86 76.93±4.52 65.65±5.53 69.60±4.38 81.22±3.73 80.50±3.53 82.65±3.32
Splice 160 82.25±3.26 81.95±2.84 80.93±3.47 71.55±4.07 78.21±2.53 84.00±2.03 83.91±2.05 85.25±2.06
320 82.32±3.18 78.72±4.37 81.53±3.38 72.16±3.40 80.86±2.01 85.55±1.32 85.94±1.38 87.03±1.52
100 97.53±1.33 95.27±2.85 94.11±3.35 90.25±3.13 94.17±3.02 97.14±1.28 97.56±1.26 97.29±1.25
Gisette 200 95.14±2.97 94.05±3.36 93.03±3.16 91.50±1.25 93.61±3.19 95.59±0.95 95.39±1.06 96.82±0.91
300 96.84±1.35 93.71±3.11 94.37±3.72 93.83±2.12 93.77±2.96 96.36±0.69 95.33±0.93 97.89±0.43
USPS 120 98.52±0.67 95.27±2.67 96.42±1.81 95.90±1.65 93.72±2.32 96.17±1.44 96.51±1.25 97.23±1.64
0vs5 160 97.84±0.82 95.65±1.72 95.46±2.13 96.38±1.23 93.04±4.05 96.78±1.31 96.93±1.00 98.91±0.67
240 97.93±0.72 96.17±1.28 95.85±2.07 96.78±1.18 93.62±3.01 94.93±1.28 95.06±1.10 98.94±0.70
USPS 180 94.68±1.20 92.46±1.07 93.88±1.37 90.62±2.48 92.06±1.64 94.47±1.77 94.13±1.92 95.73±0.88
0vs3vs5 240 94.39±1.09 91.69±2.31 92.94±1.58 91.48±1.68 91.23±1.73 92.08±1.93 92.50±1.66 95.52±1.26
300 95.47±0.94 92.25±1.60 93.26±1.44 92.13±1.09 91.60±1.71 92.95±1.12 92.67±1.46 94.05±1.46
60 94.25±2.56 96.48±1.47 97.25±1.08 97.14±1.59 97.47±1.59 98.17±2.19 97.60±2.31 99.20±0.91
Satimage 90 96.49±1.49 96.83±1.18 96.52±1.32 97.62±1.52 97.69±1.16 98.58±1.12 97.29±2.08 99.71±1.06
120 98.03±1.13 97.38±1.94 97.12±1.87 97.12±1.48 97.15±1.49 98.45±1.14 96.85±1.94 99.52±1.07
TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY OF OUR EML MODEL IN ONE-SHOT SCENARIO.
Dataset ni Ours-woT Ours-woI Ours-woW Ours
500 56.68±1.74 54.36±1.61 57.93±0.85 58.33±0.76
EV-Action 600 56.23±1.81 55.70±1.49 57.70±1.04 57.94±0.88
700 57.02±1.56 55.93±1.76 57.83±0.92 58.12±0.86
Mnist 80 97.85±1.24 96.70±1.71 98.90±0.97 99.07±0.94
0vs5 160 97.54±1.46 96.84±1.85 98.87±1.06 99.22±0.61
320 97.23±3.34 96.88±0.96 98.95±0.83 99.27±0.37
Mnist 120 94.55±1.48 92.78±2.11 96.02±1.85 96.53±1.49
0vs3vs5 240 93.49±1.07 92.88±1.31 94.88±1.37 95.37±0.92
480 94.32±0.81 93.37±1.13 95.13±1.22 95.54±0.87
80 81.58±3.10 70.83±4.47 82.45±3.38 82.65±3.32
Splice 160 84.07±2.51 78.87±3.01 84.87±2.19 85.25±2.06
320 84.85±2.38 81.56±1.99 85.94±1.61 86.40±1.59
100 95.22±1.30 92.47±1.68 96.84±1.40 97.29±1.25
Gisette 200 94.38±1.52 92.96±1.75 96.27±1.53 96.82±0.91
300 96.11±0.95 95.08±1.19 97.14±0.87 97.79±0.46
USPS 120 95.42±1.82 94.82±2.02 96.26±1.33 97.23±1.64
0vs5 160 96.04±1.33 94.95±1.70 97.03±1.47 98.31±0.82
240 96.35±1.06 95.17±1.16 97.24±0.96 98.87±0.74
USPS 180 93.36±1.77 91.97±2.00 94.86±1.17 95.28±0.96
0vs3vs5 240 93.13±1.38 92.01±1.45 94.33±1.54 94.96±1.37
300 92.99±1.35 91.81±1.67 93.47±1.83 94.05±1.46
60 96.50±1.59 97.43±1.36 98.31±1.10 98.97±0.95
Satimage 90 96.78±2.72 97.31±1.10 98.19±1.16 98.71±1.13
120 96.22±1.91 97.23±1.22 98.02±1.22 98.53±1.20
B. Experiments in One-shot Scenario
In this subsection, we present the comprehensive experi-
mental analysis, ablation studies, effects of hyper-parameters
and convergence investigations of our EML model in one-
shot scenario, followed by computational costs of model
optimization.
1) Experimental Analysis: The experimental results for
one-shot scenario are shown in Table II. From the presented
results, we have the following observations: 1) Although our
model cannot access the vanished features in T-stage and the
augmented features in I-stage, both transforming and inheriting
strategies can efficiently exploit useful information of vanished
feature and expand it into augmented features. 2) Our model
can be successfully applied into both high-dimensional (e.g.,
EV-Action and Gisette) and low-dimensional (e.g., Satimage)
feature evolution, which are the challenging tasks to explore
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Fig. 5. Effects of parameters {γ, ρ} when λ = 10−4 (left), and {γ, λ} when
ρ = 10−3 (right) on the USPS0vs5 dataset.
the data structure with the existing features; 3) When we
use the learned distance matrix in T-stage to assist training
in I-stage, the testing performance of our model increases
significantly, even though the training samples in I-stage are
relatively rare, i.e., ni contains a small number of samples in
I-stage. 4) Our model performs better than OPID and OPIDe
[21], since T-stage could explore important information from
vanished features, and I-stage efficiently inherits the metric
performance from T-stage to take advantage of augmented
features.
2) Ablation Studies: To validate the effectiveness of our
model, we intend to study the effects of different components
of our model, i.e., training without T-stage (denoted as Ours-
woT), training without I-stage (denoted as Ours-woI) and
training without the Wasserstein distance metric (denoted
as Ours-woW). From the presented results in Table. III,
notice that our model has the best performance when both
transforming and inheriting strategies work together to tackle
incremental and decremental features via the Wasserstein
distance metric, which validates the reasonable design of our
model. Compared with other metric distances (e.g., Maha-
lanobis distance), the smoothed Wasserstein distance could
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TABLE IV
COMPUTATIONAL TIME IN TERMS OF MINUTES: MEAN AND STANDARD ERRORS AVERAGED OVER FIFTY RANDOM RUNS IN ONE-SHOT SCENARIO.
Pegasos [34] OPMV [35] TCA [36] BDML [2] OPML [7] OPIDe [21] OPID [21] Ours
EV-Action (ni = 500) 27.11±0.04 28.58±0.04 37.72±0.09 36.18±0.18 22.95±0.07 26.47±0.09 26.33±0.14 25.48±0.06
Mnist0vs5 (ni = 80) 6.18±0.07 7.45±0.06 14.96±0.12 16.27±0.10 3.84±0.04 5.13±0.11 4.95±0.07 4.68±0.05
USPS0vs5 (ni = 120) 3.16±0.02 4.75±0.10 11.93±0.04 13.06±0.12 1.24±0.03 1.93±0.05 1.87±0.06 1.53±0.08
Gisette (ni = 100) 40.52±0.03 41.06±0.16 51.28±0.04 49.73±0.14 35.26±0.03 38.24±0.08 39.15±0.05 37.57±0.11
Satimage (ni = 120) 2.64±0.05 3.08±0.10 10.23±0.07 11.47±0.09 0.52±0.02 0.66±0.04 0.71±0.08 0.68±0.03
TABLE V
COMPARISONS BETWEEN OUR MODEL AND STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS IN TERMS OF ACCURACY (%) ON FOUR DATASETS: MEAN AND STANDARD
ERRORS AVERAGED OVER FIFTY RANDOM RUNS IN MULTI-SHOT SCENARIO FOR TASK I. MODELS WITH THE BEST PERFORMANCE ARE BOLDED.
Dataset ni Pegasos [34] OPMV [35] TCA [36] BDML [2] OPML [7] OPIDe [21] OPID [21] Ours
Mnist 80 97.50±1.82 88.75±4.99 93.14±1.87 92.25±2.20 93.92±3.22 95.70±2.17 95.92±2.23 98.54±1.08
0vs5 160 97.56±1.28 90.75±3.02 91.78±2.43 95.70±1.26 94.34±1.54 95.53±1.61 95.29±1.80 98.61±0.57
320 97.61±0.90 92.72±1.76 90.35±2.67 96.06±0.98 95.20±0.96 95.22±1.33 95.04±1.39 98.73±0.64
100 91.58±2.87 86.24±4.76 91.28±2.56 90.48±3.29 89.87±3.62 95.08±2.35 94.36±1.88 96.12±1.18
Gisette 200 90.68±1.79 88.41±3.00 90.92±2.84 90.69±2.73 92.22±2.03 94.88±1.39 93.81±1.50 95.94±1.72
300 91.18±1.13 89.42±2.27 92.13±2.14 92.52±1.71 91.83±1.61 94.65±1.12 93.91±1.45 95.71±1.68
USPS 120 97.48±0.12 94.95±2.46 92.87±2.16 96.08±1.36 93.83±2.13 94.77±1.62 94.61±1.69 98.57±0.94
0vs5 160 97.56±0.19 95.17±2.18 93.05±1.94 96.24±1.55 94.21±1.66 94.13±1.54 94.51±1.30 98.68±0.65
240 97.37±0.41 95.58±1.06 92.72±2.33 97.57±0.67 94.62±1.25 93.92±1.47 93.62±1.16 98.39±0.72
USPS 180 92.03±1.57 89.22±3.21 90.86±2.87 90.91±1.81 88.61±2.84 84.05±2.27 83.34±2.36 93.11±1.87
0vs3vs5 240 90.90±1.40 89.13±2.05 90.24±2.93 91.98±2.04 89.62±2.17 84.68±1.73 84.49±1.92 93.23±1.58
300 90.48±1.24 89.52±1.59 89.85±3.16 92.61±1.23 89.46±1.80 83.25±1.61 83.17±1.66 93.13±1.55
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Fig. 6. The convergence analysis of our model on the USPS (left) and Mnist
(right) dataset in one-shot scenario.
better characterize the similarity relations among the complex
and heterogeneous data, since the evolving features in different
stages are not strictly aligned. Both T-stage and I-stage play
an essential role in tacking instance and feature evolutions
simultaneously.
3) Effects of Hyper-Parameters: In this subsection, we
conduct the parameter experiments on USPS0vs5 dataset as
an example to investigate the effects of parameters γ, λ and
ρ. As shown in Fig. 5, we present the experimental results
averaged over fifty random repetitions by tuning γ, ρ in range
of {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 0.3} and λ in range of
{10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1}. Notice that our model
achieves the best performance when γ = 10−2, ρ = 10−3
and λ = 10−4. Moreover, our model has greatly stable
performance over the wide range of different parameters.
4) Convergence Investigations: The convergence condition
of Algorithm 1 is depending on the little change (we set it as
2.5× 10−5) in the consecutive objective function values, and
Fig. 6 depicts the convergence curves of our EML model on
Mnist and USPS datasets. From the presented results in Fig. 6,
we can notice that our model can converge asymptotically to a
stable value with respect to the objective function value after
a few iterations. Furthermore, It validates that our proposed
optimization algorithm could efficiently achieve stable perfor-
mance with appropriate convergence condition.
5) Computational Costs: Table IV presents the computa-
tional costs (i.e., optimization time) of our proposed EML
model and other competing methods. From the reported re-
sults, we can conclude that: 1) Our model is computationally
efficient in an online manner for large-scale applications since
np, nq, nk  ni and k is usually a small value when compared
with the number of feature dimension and samples. 2) The
computational time costs (by the minute) of our model are
less than other competing methods about 0.67∼13.71 minutes
on most experimental datasets except for OPML [7], since
OPML only takes advantage of training samples in I-stage for
model optimization procedure.
C. Experiments in Multi-shot Scenario
This subsection introduces the experimental configurations
and comparison performance of our EML model in multi-shot
scenario.
1) Experimental Configurations: In multi-shot scenario, we
take M = 2, i.e., two-shot scenario with three stages for
illustration, as shown in Fig. 3. The data used in one-shot
scenario is split into three stages. The additional experimental
configurations for multi-shot scenario are: 1) All batches of
T-stage in one-shot scenario are split into Stage 1 and Stage
2 with equal number of samples. In this setting, Stage 1 is
T-stage, Stage 2 is E-stage, whereas Stage 2 is both I-stage
(corresponding to T-stage of Stage 1) and T-stage (correspond-
ing to I-stage of Stage 3). 2) We split all the features into four
equal parts with the original order. Concretely, Stage 1 and
Stage 2 share the second part. Stage 2 and Stage 3 share the
third part. The first part in Stage 1 is the vanished features
and the last part in Stage 3 is the augmented features.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons in terms of accuracy (%) on three datasets: mean and standard errors averaged over fifty random runs in multi-shot scenario for Task II.
2) Experiments for Task I and II: To address the Task I,
we directly use the last adjacent two stages and regard it as
the one-shot scenario for predictions since the data in the most
adjacent stage share common features. Concretely, we can use
the transforming strategy shown in Eq. (4) on data in Stage 2
to learn the optimal distance matrix. After that, the inheriting
strategy shown in Eq. (6) is applied to make predictions in
Stage 3. To tackle the Task II, we regard the adjacent two
stages as one-shot scenario and repeat this procedure until the
last stage. Specially, the previous transforming and inheriting
strategies are integrated into the first adjacent stage and predict
on the second batch data of Stage 2. After inheriting the
metric performance of Stage 1, with new-coming labeled data
in Stage 2, we can also extract the useful information in
survived features of Stage 2 and forward it into the augmented
features via common discriminative space. Then we perform
the inheriting strategy on survived features in Stage 3 to assist
following predictions.
The experimental results averaged over fifty random repeti-
tions for Task I and II are shown in Table V and Fig. 7. Notice
that: 1) Our model can be successfully extended from one-shot
case into multi-shot scenario to address Task I and Task II. 2)
Compared with Task I, our model performs better for Task II
in most cases since the features existing in Stage 1 are also
used to assist the predictions at any batches. 3) Our model
significantly outperforms OPIDe and OPID especially in Task
I since it could inherit the metric performance of survived
features in any most adjacent stages.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an online Evolving Metric Learn-
ing (EML) model for both instance and feature evolutions,
which is successfully applied into both one-shot and multi-
shot scenarios. Our model contains two essential stages, i.e.,
T-stage and I-stage. To be specific, for the T-stage, we use
survived features to represent the important information of
both vanished and survived features by exploiting a common
metric space. In the I-stage, we inherit the metric performance
of survived features from T-stage and extend it into the aug-
mented features. Experiments on several benchmark datasets
verify the superiority of our EML model. In the future, we
will consider lifelong learning for both instance and feature
evolutions, which learns new streaming evolution tasks without
catastrophic forgetting for original evolution tasks.
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